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Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important? Why Are Lawsuits Important? 

!! The Good :The Good :!! The Good :The Good :

Ci ili d l ti f di tCi ili d l ti f di t!! Civilized resolution of disputesCivilized resolution of disputes
!! Accessible to allAccessible to all
!! Fair, objective, governed by rules of procedureFair, objective, governed by rules of procedure
!! Judgment by impartial jury of your peersJudgment by impartial jury of your peers
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Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?

!! The Good (continued) :The Good (continued) :!! The Good (continued) :The Good (continued) :
!! Predictable because includes process for learning Predictable because includes process for learning 

the facts before trialthe facts before trialthe facts before trialthe facts before trial
!! Remedies enforceable by power of the stateRemedies enforceable by power of the state
!! Open to the public (fairness transparency)Open to the public (fairness transparency)!! Open to the public (fairness, transparency)Open to the public (fairness, transparency)
!! Create precedents that are binding in future casesCreate precedents that are binding in future cases

(allows planning in society; deters bad conduct in(allows planning in society; deters bad conduct in(allows planning in society; deters bad conduct in (allows planning in society; deters bad conduct in 
the future)the future)
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Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?

!! The Bad:The Bad:!! The Bad:The Bad:
!! Acrimonious; process is adversarial by designAcrimonious; process is adversarial by design
!! Expensive; most accessible to the wealthyExpensive; most accessible to the wealthy!! Expensive; most accessible to the wealthyExpensive; most accessible to the wealthy
!! Lawyers involvedLawyers involved

J d t b j f ( h bJ d t b j f ( h b!! Judgment by jury of your peers (who may be Judgment by jury of your peers (who may be 
uninformed, prejudiced, etc.)uninformed, prejudiced, etc.)
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Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?Why Are Lawsuits Important?

!! The Bad (continued) :The Bad (continued) :!! The Bad (continued) :The Bad (continued) :

!! Unpredictable and riskyUnpredictable and risky!! Unpredictable and riskyUnpredictable and risky
!! TimeTime--consuming and slow consuming and slow 

O t th bli ( fid ti litO t th bli ( fid ti lit!! Open to the public (no confidentiality, Open to the public (no confidentiality, 
embarrassing)embarrassing)
Create precedents that are binding in future casesCreate precedents that are binding in future cases!! Create precedents that are binding in future cases Create precedents that are binding in future cases 
(restrain future freedom of action)(restrain future freedom of action)
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The Litigation ProcessThe Litigation ProcessThe Litigation ProcessThe Litigation Process
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The Function of Civil CourtsThe Function of Civil CourtsThe Function of Civil CourtsThe Function of Civil Courts

!! Resolving disputes by:Resolving disputes by:!! Resolving disputes by:Resolving disputes by:
!! Deciding facts in disputeDeciding facts in dispute
!! Applying the lawApplying the law!! Applying the lawApplying the law

R i i h ll iR i i h ll i!! Reviewing challenges to government action Reviewing challenges to government action 
(judicial review)(judicial review)
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BeforeBefore you can go to Court….you can go to Court….
The Prerequisites to a LawsuitThe Prerequisites to a Lawsuit

!! Must have a “Case or Controversy”Must have a “Case or Controversy”yy

!! TimelinessTimeliness
!! RipenessRipeness
!! MootnessMootness

S f Li i iS f Li i i!! Statute of LimitationsStatute of Limitations

!! JurisdictionJurisdiction!! Jurisdiction Jurisdiction 
!! Subject MatterSubject Matter
!! PersonalPersonal
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JurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdiction

!! Subject matter jurisdiction:Subject matter jurisdiction:!! Subject matter jurisdiction:Subject matter jurisdiction:
!! What the case is aboutWhat the case is about
!! State courts have general jurisdictionState courts have general jurisdiction!! State courts have general jurisdictionState courts have general jurisdiction
!! Federal courts have limited jurisdictionFederal courts have limited jurisdiction

A court must decide whether it has jurisdiction; it’s A court must decide whether it has jurisdiction; it’s 
not up to the partiesnot up to the partiesnot up to the partiesnot up to the parties
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JurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdiction

!! Personal jurisdiction:Personal jurisdiction:!! Personal jurisdiction:Personal jurisdiction:
!! A court must have power over all the parties to a A court must have power over all the parties to a 

lawsuitlawsuitlawsuitlawsuit
!! Since the plaintiff chooses to bring the lawsuit in a Since the plaintiff chooses to bring the lawsuit in a 

specific court, the defendant is the party that mayspecific court, the defendant is the party that mayspecific court, the defendant is the party that may specific court, the defendant is the party that may 
challenge personal jurisdictionchallenge personal jurisdiction

!! Usual bases for personal jurisdiction:  residency, Usual bases for personal jurisdiction:  residency, p j y,p j y,
place of business, conducting business, injuring place of business, conducting business, injuring 
someone (committing a tort)someone (committing a tort)
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JurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdiction

!! Personal jurisdiction (continued):Personal jurisdiction (continued):!! Personal jurisdiction (continued):Personal jurisdiction (continued):
!! Parties to a contract can agree to:Parties to a contract can agree to:

!! submit to the personal jurisdiction of a courtsubmit to the personal jurisdiction of a court!! submit to the personal jurisdiction of a courtsubmit to the personal jurisdiction of a court
!! bring all disputes related to the contract before a bring all disputes related to the contract before a 

specific court (state, district, county, city)specific court (state, district, county, city)
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Law Applied in a LawsuitLaw Applied in a LawsuitLaw Applied in a LawsuitLaw Applied in a Lawsuit

!! Usually: the law of the state where the court isUsually: the law of the state where the court is!! Usually:  the law of the state where the court is Usually:  the law of the state where the court is 
locatedlocated
Exceptions: Conflict of lawsExceptions: Conflict of laws!! Exceptions:  Conflict of lawsExceptions:  Conflict of laws

!! Parties to a contract can agree to have the law Parties to a contract can agree to have the law 
f ifi l l if ifi l l iof a specific state apply to any lawsuit of a specific state apply to any lawsuit 

concerning the contract (courts will follow this concerning the contract (courts will follow this 
))agreement)agreement)
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Exhaustion of RemediesExhaustion of RemediesExhaustion of RemediesExhaustion of Remedies

!! Government Agency ProcessGovernment Agency Process
!! Discrimination casesDiscrimination casesDiscrimination casesDiscrimination cases

!! Plaintiff must first file with federal (EEOC) or state Plaintiff must first file with federal (EEOC) or state ( )( )
(Pa.HRC) agency first(Pa.HRC) agency first

!! Plaintiff must obtain a “right to sue” letter from the Plaintiff must obtain a “right to sue” letter from the 
agencyagency
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Exhaustion of RemediesExhaustion of RemediesExhaustion of RemediesExhaustion of Remedies

!! Availability of an institutional disputeAvailability of an institutional dispute--!! Availability of an institutional disputeAvailability of an institutional dispute--
resolution process can support dismissal of a resolution process can support dismissal of a 
lawsuit for failure to exhaust remedieslawsuit for failure to exhaust remedieslawsuit for failure to exhaust remedieslawsuit for failure to exhaust remedies

I f L hi h h f i iblI f L hi h h f i ibl!! Important for Lehigh to have fair, accessible, Important for Lehigh to have fair, accessible, 
and effective internal processes for addressing and effective internal processes for addressing 
di d l idi d l idisputes and complaintsdisputes and complaints
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The 1The 1stst Step :Step :
How is a Lawsuit Started?How is a Lawsuit Started?

!! Easiest / Cheapest :  Writ of SummonsEasiest / Cheapest :  Writ of Summons

!! 11stst Pleading = ComplaintPleading = Complaint

!! Service of ProcessService of ProcessService of ProcessService of Process
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DiscoveryDiscoveryDiscoveryDiscovery

!! A formal factA formal fact--finding investigation conductedfinding investigation conducted!! A formal factA formal fact--finding investigation conducted finding investigation conducted 
by each party to a lawsuit before the trial by each party to a lawsuit before the trial 

!! Process can takes months or years depending Process can takes months or years depending 
upon the nature and complexity of the caseupon the nature and complexity of the caseupon the nature and complexity of the caseupon the nature and complexity of the case

V l bV l b i i & ii i & i!! Very laborVery labor--intensive & expensiveintensive & expensive
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DiscoveryDiscovery ---- 3 Major Purposes3 Major PurposesDiscovery Discovery 3 Major Purposes3 Major Purposes

!! Preserve relevant information that might not bePreserve relevant information that might not be!! Preserve relevant information that might not be Preserve relevant information that might not be 
available at trialavailable at trial

!! Determine/narrow the factual and legal issues Determine/narrow the factual and legal issues 
in controversy in controversy yy

!! Obtain information that may lead to admissible Obtain information that may lead to admissible yy
evidence on the disputed issuesevidence on the disputed issues
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..and 2 important uses of discovery..and 2 important uses of discovery..and 2 important uses of discovery..and 2 important uses of discovery

!! Impeach a witness; orImpeach a witness; or!! Impeach a witness; orImpeach a witness; or

Discover insurance policy limitsDiscover insurance policy limits!! Discover insurance policy limitsDiscover insurance policy limits
!! In federal courts and many state courts, party can In federal courts and many state courts, party can 

discover the monetary limits of the opponent’sdiscover the monetary limits of the opponent’sdiscover the monetary limits of the opponent s discover the monetary limits of the opponent s 
insurance policyinsurance policy

!! Rationale: disclosure encourages settlementRationale: disclosure encourages settlement!! Rationale: disclosure encourages settlementRationale: disclosure encourages settlement
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Discovery ProcessDiscovery ProcessDiscovery ProcessDiscovery Process

!! Governed byGoverned by eithereither::!! Governed by Governed by eithereither::

!! Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; orFederal Rules of Civil Procedure; or!! Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; orFederal Rules of Civil Procedure; or

!! Pennsylvania (or governing state’s) Rules of CivilPennsylvania (or governing state’s) Rules of Civil!! Pennsylvania (or governing state s) Rules of Civil Pennsylvania (or governing state s) Rules of Civil 
ProcedureProcedure

!! Trial judge usually has broad discretion in Trial judge usually has broad discretion in 
applying the rulesapplying the rules
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Scope of DiscoveryScope of DiscoveryScope of DiscoveryScope of Discovery
Under Federal Rule 26(b), a party can seek information Under Federal Rule 26(b), a party can seek information ( ), p y( ), p y

regarding…regarding…

i il di il d!! Any matter, Any matter, not privileged,not privileged,
!! that is relevant to the claim or defense of any party, that is relevant to the claim or defense of any party, 

h th t th i f ti ht ill bh th t th i f ti ht ill b!! whether or not the information sought will be whether or not the information sought will be 
admissible at trial, admissible at trial, 

!! so long as it is reasonably calculated to lead to theso long as it is reasonably calculated to lead to the!! so long as it is reasonably calculated to lead to the so long as it is reasonably calculated to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. discovery of admissible evidence. 
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What is “Privileged” Information?What is “Privileged” Information?What is Privileged  Information?What is Privileged  Information?

!! Rules of evidence recognize certain relationships asRules of evidence recognize certain relationships as!! Rules of evidence recognize certain relationships as Rules of evidence recognize certain relationships as 
“privileged”, such as:“privileged”, such as:
!! AttorneyAttorney--client;client;
!! DoctorDoctor--patient; andpatient; and
!! HusbandHusband--wife.wife.

!! The courts place a higher value on confidentiality in The courts place a higher value on confidentiality in 
these relationships than in full disclosure for litigationthese relationships than in full disclosure for litigationthese relationships than in full disclosure for litigation these relationships than in full disclosure for litigation 
purposespurposes
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AttorneyAttorney--Client PrivilegeClient PrivilegeAttorneyAttorney Client PrivilegeClient Privilege
!! Originally designed to prevent a lawyer from being Originally designed to prevent a lawyer from being g y g p y gg y g p y g

compelled to testify against his/her clientcompelled to testify against his/her client

!! Public purpose: lawyers can advise and representPublic purpose: lawyers can advise and represent!! Public purpose: lawyers can advise and represent Public purpose: lawyers can advise and represent 
their clients best if the clients can communicate their clients best if the clients can communicate 
openly and honestly without fear that their openly and honestly without fear that their 
communications will be revealed to otherscommunications will be revealed to otherscommunications will be revealed to otherscommunications will be revealed to others

!! Advice has to be predominantly legal in order for the Advice has to be predominantly legal in order for the 
privilege to applyprivilege to apply
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Discovery Limitations:Discovery Limitations:
“Work Product” Doctrine“Work Product” Doctrine

!! Unless there is of a showing of need, an opposing Unless there is of a showing of need, an opposing 
party to a lawsuit cannot “discover” information party to a lawsuit cannot “discover” information p yp y
collected by an attorney in anticipation of litigation or collected by an attorney in anticipation of litigation or 
trial trial (Hickman v. Taylor (1947))(Hickman v. Taylor (1947))

!! In other words, notes, memos, reports, etc. prepared by In other words, notes, memos, reports, etc. prepared by 
attorney are protected but not immune from discoveryattorney are protected but not immune from discoveryattorney are protected but not immune from discoveryattorney are protected but not immune from discovery
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Judicial Discovery LimitsJudicial Discovery LimitsJudicial Discovery LimitsJudicial Discovery Limits

Judge may intervene & consider whether:Judge may intervene & consider whether:Judge may intervene & consider whether:Judge may intervene & consider whether:

Discovery is unreasonably cumulative orDiscovery is unreasonably cumulative or!! Discovery is unreasonably cumulative or Discovery is unreasonably cumulative or 
duplicative; or duplicative; or 

!! Information sought can be obtained from Information sought can be obtained from 
h i l b dh i l b danother more convenient, less burdensome, or another more convenient, less burdensome, or 

less expensive sourceless expensive source
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Types of DiscoveryTypes of DiscoveryTypes of DiscoveryTypes of Discovery

!! InterrogatoriesInterrogatories!! InterrogatoriesInterrogatories
!! Request for ProductionRequest for Production

f Ad i if Ad i i!! Requests for AdmissionRequests for Admission
!! DepositionsDepositions
!! ElectronicElectronic
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InterrogatoriesInterrogatoriesInterrogatoriesInterrogatories

!! A series of written questions posed by oneA series of written questions posed by one!! A series of written questions posed by one A series of written questions posed by one 
party to a lawsuit to the other that must be party to a lawsuit to the other that must be 
answered under penalty of perjury and within aanswered under penalty of perjury and within aanswered under penalty of perjury and within a answered under penalty of perjury and within a 
specified time periodspecified time period

!! Answers to interrogatories can be used as Answers to interrogatories can be used as 
evidence at trialevidence at trialevidence at trialevidence at trial
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InterrogatoriesInterrogatories –– AdvantagesAdvantagesInterrogatories Interrogatories AdvantagesAdvantages

!! Relatively inexpensive way for parties toRelatively inexpensive way for parties to!! Relatively inexpensive way for parties to Relatively inexpensive way for parties to 
obtain information about the case;obtain information about the case;

!! Should produce a greater range of information Should produce a greater range of information 
since the party responding has a duty tosince the party responding has a duty tosince the party responding has a duty to since the party responding has a duty to 
investigate the questions before answeringinvestigate the questions before answering
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…and Disadvantages…and Disadvantages…and Disadvantages…and Disadvantages

!! Carefully prepared by attorneys; notCarefully prepared by attorneys; not!! Carefully prepared by attorneys; not Carefully prepared by attorneys; not 
spontaneousspontaneous

!! Process is often abused by parties asking Process is often abused by parties asking 
hundreds of detailed questionshundreds of detailed questionshundreds of detailed questionshundreds of detailed questions
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Sample InterrogatoriesSample Interrogatories –– DefinitionsDefinitionsSample Interrogatories Sample Interrogatories DefinitionsDefinitions

!! “You” or “your” shall mean the Plaintiff, his/her agents and representatives acting “You” or “your” shall mean the Plaintiff, his/her agents and representatives acting 
in any capacity and all other persons or bodies acting or purporting to act onin any capacity and all other persons or bodies acting or purporting to act onin any capacity, and all other persons or bodies acting or purporting to act on in any capacity, and all other persons or bodies acting or purporting to act on 
his/her behalf.his/her behalf.

!! “Document” shall include the original and any copies regardless of origin or “Document” shall include the original and any copies regardless of origin or 
location or by whatever means made, of any written, printed, recorded, typed or location or by whatever means made, of any written, printed, recorded, typed or 
graphic matter of any kind or nature and whether or not now in existencegraphic matter of any kind or nature and whether or not now in existencegraphic matter of any kind or nature and whether or not now in existence. graphic matter of any kind or nature and whether or not now in existence. 

!! Identification of a person shall require you to state the name, present or last known Identification of a person shall require you to state the name, present or last known 
address, and any affiliation or relationship with you. address, and any affiliation or relationship with you. 

!! Identification of a document shall require you to state the type of document, its Identification of a document shall require you to state the type of document, its 
date its author and the recipient in addition to the name and address of itsdate its author and the recipient in addition to the name and address of itsdate, its author, and the recipient, in addition to the name and address of its date, its author, and the recipient, in addition to the name and address of its 
custodian, location and description of general subject matter.  If any such document custodian, location and description of general subject matter.  If any such document 
was, but is no longer in your possession or subject to your control, identify it and was, but is no longer in your possession or subject to your control, identify it and 
state what its disposition is and the date of such disposition. state what its disposition is and the date of such disposition. 

!! “Person” when used herein shall mean any individual, partnership, firm, “Person” when used herein shall mean any individual, partnership, firm, y , p p, ,y , p p, ,
association, organization or other entity. association, organization or other entity. 
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Sample InterrogatoriesSample Interrogatories -- QuestionsQuestionsSample Interrogatories Sample Interrogatories QuestionsQuestions

!! Identify all experts whom you intend to use at trial. Identify all experts whom you intend to use at trial. y p yy p y
!! Identify all opinions held and the basis for those opinions, by Identify all opinions held and the basis for those opinions, by 

any expert you intend to call at trial. any expert you intend to call at trial. 
!! Identify the name, address, and telephone number of all Identify the name, address, and telephone number of all 

witnesses you intend to call at trial.witnesses you intend to call at trial.
!! Identify all healthcare providers who have treated you as aIdentify all healthcare providers who have treated you as a!! Identify all healthcare providers who have treated you as a Identify all healthcare providers who have treated you as a 

result of the incidents described in your complaint by stating result of the incidents described in your complaint by stating 
their name, address, telephone number, and their field of their name, address, telephone number, and their field of 

iiexpertise. expertise. 

!! Identify all exhibits you intend to offer at trial.Identify all exhibits you intend to offer at trial.
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Request for Production Request for Production 
of Documentsof Documents

!! Parties ask each other for documents that they Parties ask each other for documents that they 
believe are relevant to their case believe are relevant to their case oror will lead to will lead to 
admissible evidenceadmissible evidence

!! Types of documents requested: personnel files; Types of documents requested: personnel files; 
education records; financial documents; education records; financial documents; 
emails; policies/proceduresemails; policies/procedures
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Requests for AdmissionRequests for AdmissionRequests for AdmissionRequests for Admission

!! Requests for a party to admit or deny underRequests for a party to admit or deny under!! Requests for a party to admit or deny under Requests for a party to admit or deny under 
oath specific disputed facts alleged by the oath specific disputed facts alleged by the 
opposing party; or to admit the genuineness ofopposing party; or to admit the genuineness ofopposing party; or to admit the genuineness of opposing party; or to admit the genuineness of 
certain documentscertain documents

!! Tool for narrowing the issues in a case and Tool for narrowing the issues in a case and 
finding out a party’s true position on specificfinding out a party’s true position on specificfinding out a party s true position on specific finding out a party s true position on specific 
issuesissues
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Requests for Admission (cont.)Requests for Admission (cont.)Requests for Admission (cont.)Requests for Admission (cont.)

!! Useful tool for eliminating undisputed mattersUseful tool for eliminating undisputed matters!! Useful tool for eliminating undisputed matters, Useful tool for eliminating undisputed matters, 
not for gathering evidencenot for gathering evidence

!! Relatively inexpensive & directRelatively inexpensive & direct

!! Can save parties time & moneyCan save parties time & money
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DepositionsDepositionsDepositionsDepositions

!! Process for attorneys to confront and questionProcess for attorneys to confront and question anyany!! Process for attorneys to confront and question Process for attorneys to confront and question anyany
person, including a party, about the subject matter of person, including a party, about the subject matter of 
the case the case 

!! Person deposed (deponent) is under oathPerson deposed (deponent) is under oath

!! Court reporter transcribes questions, answers and Court reporter transcribes questions, answers and 
objections made by parties or witnessesobjections made by parties or witnesses
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Advantages of DepositionsAdvantages of DepositionsAdvantages of DepositionsAdvantages of Depositions

Att h t it tAtt h t it t!! Attorney has opportunity to:Attorney has opportunity to:
!! Observe the witness to determine how [s]he will Observe the witness to determine how [s]he will 

if ll d t t tif t t i lif ll d t t tif t t i lappear if called to testify at trialappear if called to testify at trial
!! Get the witness to commit to the details of his/her Get the witness to commit to the details of his/her 

obser ationsobser ationsobservationsobservations
!! Ask additional questions depending upon how the Ask additional questions depending upon how the 

witness answers the “prepared” questionswitness answers the “prepared” questionswitness answers the prepared  questionswitness answers the prepared  questions
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Disadvantages of DepositionsDisadvantages of DepositionsDisadvantages of DepositionsDisadvantages of Depositions

!! They are very expensiveThey are very expensive!! They are very expensiveThey are very expensive
!! Time of attorneys (from both sides) in preparing Time of attorneys (from both sides) in preparing 

for and taking the depositionfor and taking the depositionfor and taking the depositionfor and taking the deposition
!! Transcripts (written & video)Transcripts (written & video)
!! Witness fees/expensesWitness fees/expenses!! Witness fees/expensesWitness fees/expenses

!! Time consumingTime consuming!! Time consumingTime consuming
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Electronic DiscoveryElectronic DiscoveryElectronic DiscoveryElectronic Discovery

!! Involves securing and producing electronicInvolves securing and producing electronic!! Involves securing and producing electronic Involves securing and producing electronic 
documents and files from hard drives, backup documents and files from hard drives, backup 
tapes, servers, etc.tapes, servers, etc.

!! Attorneys often engage outside firms to use Attorneys often engage outside firms to use 
computer forensics (tape restoration; data computer forensics (tape restoration; data 
imaging) to discover digital evidence to support a imaging) to discover digital evidence to support a 
l itl itlawsuitlawsuit
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Litigation HoldLitigation HoldLitigation HoldLitigation Hold

!! “Once a party reasonably anticipates litigation“Once a party reasonably anticipates litigation!! Once a party reasonably anticipates litigation, Once a party reasonably anticipates litigation, 
it must suspend its routine document it must suspend its routine document 
retention/destruction policy and put in place aretention/destruction policy and put in place aretention/destruction policy and put in place a retention/destruction policy and put in place a 
“litigation hold” to ensure the preservation of “litigation hold” to ensure the preservation of 
relevant documents ”relevant documents ”relevant documents.relevant documents.

Z b l k UBS W b (2004)Z b l k UBS W b (2004)Zubalake v. UBS Warburg (2004)Zubalake v. UBS Warburg (2004)
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Zubalake vs. UBS Warburg (2004)Zubalake vs. UBS Warburg (2004)Zubalake vs. UBS Warburg (2004)Zubalake vs. UBS Warburg (2004)

!! Laura Zubalake sued UBS for gender discrimination Laura Zubalake sued UBS for gender discrimination gg
and retaliationand retaliation

il d i l hil d i l h!! UBS attorneys failed to notify employees of the UBS attorneys failed to notify employees of the 
“litigation hold” and failed to follow through on the “litigation hold” and failed to follow through on the 
production of certain documentsproduction of certain documentsproduction of certain documents  production of certain documents  

!! Court found UBS had deleted emails, some tapes Court found UBS had deleted emails, some tapes 
were lost and several employees failed to produce were lost and several employees failed to produce 
their files (although asked to do so)their files (although asked to do so)
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Zubalake (cont.)Zubalake (cont.)Zubalake (cont.)Zubalake (cont.)

!! As a sanction for failing to produce documents,As a sanction for failing to produce documents,!! As a sanction for failing to produce documents, As a sanction for failing to produce documents, 
court instructed the jury to infer that the documents court instructed the jury to infer that the documents 
withheld and tapes destroyed were harmful to UBSwithheld and tapes destroyed were harmful to UBS

!! In April 2005, the jury awarded Zubalake In April 2005, the jury awarded Zubalake $9 $9 
millionmillion in general damages and in general damages and $20 million$20 million in in 
punitive damagespunitive damages
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EE--DiscoveryDiscovery –– Interesting FiguresInteresting FiguresEE Discovery Discovery Interesting FiguresInteresting Figures

4 6 billi t i d ll th t U S i4 6 billi t i d ll th t U S i!! 4.6 billion: amount in dollars that U.S. companies 4.6 billion: amount in dollars that U.S. companies 
will spend internally in 2005 to analyze emailswill spend internally in 2005 to analyze emails
5050 100: percent of all evidence that is email100: percent of all evidence that is email!! 5050--100: percent of all evidence that is email100: percent of all evidence that is email

!! 59: percent of companies in a survey that didn’t have 59: percent of companies in a survey that didn’t have 
email retention policiesemail retention policiesemail retention policiesemail retention policies

!! 1.9 billion: projected amount that U.S. firms will 1.9 billion: projected amount that U.S. firms will 
spend in 2006 on outside espend in 2006 on outside e--discovery servicesdiscovery servicesspend in 2006 on outside espend in 2006 on outside e discovery servicesdiscovery services

[[EE--Discovery By the NumbersDiscovery By the Numbers, Corporate Counsel, October 12, 2005], Corporate Counsel, October 12, 2005]
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SettlementsSettlementsSettlementsSettlements

C t ti i th liti tiC t ti i th liti ti!! Can occur at any time in the litigation processCan occur at any time in the litigation process
!! Results in no court judgment and no precedent Results in no court judgment and no precedent 

for future casesfor future cases
!! Confidentiality is often an important term of Confidentiality is often an important term of y py p

settlementsettlement
!! Often considerable pressure to settle atOften considerable pressure to settle at!! Often considerable pressure to settle at Often considerable pressure to settle at 

commencement of trial (on the “Courthouse commencement of trial (on the “Courthouse 
steps”)steps”)
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DismissalsDismissalsDismissalsDismissals

!! Motion to dismiss on pleadingsMotion to dismiss on pleadings
S j dS j d!! Summary judgmentSummary judgment
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What kinds of trials are there?What kinds of trials are there?What kinds of trials are there?What kinds of trials are there?

!! 2 Forms of Trials2 Forms of Trials!! 2 Forms of Trials2 Forms of Trials
!! Jury TrialJury Trial
!! Trial by Judge (also called “Bench Trial” or “NonTrial by Judge (also called “Bench Trial” or “Non!! Trial by Judge (also called Bench Trial  or NonTrial by Judge (also called Bench Trial  or Non--

Jury Trial”)Jury Trial”)

Constitutionally there is generally a right to trialConstitutionally there is generally a right to trial!! Constitutionally, there is generally a right to trial Constitutionally, there is generally a right to trial 
by jury, but it can be waived by the partiesby jury, but it can be waived by the parties
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How is a Jury Selected?How is a Jury Selected?How is a Jury Selected?How is a Jury Selected?

!! Voir dire (“to speak the truth”)Voir dire (“to speak the truth”)!! Voir dire ( to speak the truth ) Voir dire ( to speak the truth ) 
–– questioning possible jurors about biasquestioning possible jurors about bias

!! Challenges:Challenges:
!! Challenges for causeChallenges for cause
!! Peremptory challengesPeremptory challengesp y gp y g
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On TrialOn TrialOn TrialOn Trial

!! Courtroom procedures, personnel and Courtroom procedures, personnel and 
architecture reflects:architecture reflects:architecture reflects:architecture reflects:

Solemnity and respect for tribunalSolemnity and respect for tribunal!! Solemnity and respect for tribunalSolemnity and respect for tribunal
!! Hierarchy of participantsHierarchy of participants

P d l b i b d lP d l b i b d l!! Procedural barriers based upon rolesProcedural barriers based upon roles
!! AND….AND….
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The Adversarial SystemThe Adversarial SystemThe Adversarial SystemThe Adversarial System

!! Principle behind the adversarial system:Principle behind the adversarial system:!! Principle behind the adversarial system:Principle behind the adversarial system:
!! Truth can be found and justice achieved when two Truth can be found and justice achieved when two 

opposing parties zealously present their cases to anopposing parties zealously present their cases to anopposing parties zealously present their cases to an opposing parties zealously present their cases to an 
impartial tribunalimpartial tribunal

!! Key elements:Key elements:
!! Confrontation of witnesses (compulsory process)Confrontation of witnesses (compulsory process)( p y p )( p y p )
!! CrossCross--examinationexamination
!! Lawyers as zealous advocatesLawyers as zealous advocates
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Who Decides What at a Trial?Who Decides What at a Trial?Who Decides What at a Trial?Who Decides What at a Trial?

!! Juries decide issues of fact and apply the law to theJuries decide issues of fact and apply the law to the!! Juries decide issues of fact and apply the law to the Juries decide issues of fact and apply the law to the 
facts, based upon the Judge’s instructions to the facts, based upon the Judge’s instructions to the 
juryjury

!! Only Judges can decide questions of law, Only Judges can decide questions of law, y g q ,y g q ,
procedure, and equitable relief (e.g., injunctions procedure, and equitable relief (e.g., injunctions ––
decrees based on fairness, rather than money decrees based on fairness, rather than money 
damages)damages)
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Burden of ProofBurden of ProofBurden of ProofBurden of Proof

!! Civil litigation:Civil litigation:!! Civil litigation:Civil litigation:
Preponderance of the evidencePreponderance of the evidence

!! More likely than notMore likely than not
“50 0001% certainty”“50 0001% certainty”!! 50.0001% certainty50.0001% certainty
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Verdict / JudgmentVerdict / JudgmentVerdict / JudgmentVerdict / Judgment
!! Money damagesMoney damagesy gy g

!! Compensatory damagesCompensatory damages
!! Punitive damagesPunitive damagesgg

!! Equitable reliefEquitable relief
!! InjunctionInjunctionjj

!! OtherOther
!! Attorneys’ feesAttorneys’ feesyy
!! Court costsCourt costs
!! Interest on damagesInterest on damages
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Appeal of RightAppeal of RightAppeal of RightAppeal of Right

!! 11stst appeal (in Federal court or any state court)appeal (in Federal court or any state court)!! 11 appeal (in Federal court or any state court) appeal (in Federal court or any state court) 
is always a matter of right is always a matter of right –– the losing party the losing party 
can appeal and the appellate court must hearcan appeal and the appellate court must hearcan appeal and the appellate court must hear can appeal and the appellate court must hear 
the casethe case
Difficult to reverse trial court’s ruling ofDifficult to reverse trial court’s ruling of lawlaw!! Difficult to reverse trial court s ruling of Difficult to reverse trial court s ruling of lawlaw

!! VeryVery difficult to reverse judge’s / jury’s difficult to reverse judge’s / jury’s 
fi di ffi di f fffindings of findings of factfact
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Petition to AppealPetition to AppealPetition to AppealPetition to Appeal

!! The 2The 2ndnd (and usually highest level) appeal is by(and usually highest level) appeal is by!! The 2The 2 (and usually highest level) appeal is by (and usually highest level) appeal is by 
petition petition –– the losing party must ask the higher the losing party must ask the higher 
appellate court for permission to bring an appellate court for permission to bring an pp p gpp p g
appealappeal

!! Called a “petition for a writ of certiorari” at the Called a “petition for a writ of certiorari” at the pp
level of the U.S. Supreme Courtlevel of the U.S. Supreme Court
!! (The Supreme Court sends an order [a writ] to the (The Supreme Court sends an order [a writ] to the 

lower appellate court instructing it to send the lower appellate court instructing it to send the 
certified record of the case to the Supreme Court to certified record of the case to the Supreme Court to 
review it for errors)review it for errors)
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Petition to AppealPetition to AppealPetition to AppealPetition to Appeal

!! U.S. Supreme Court rejects 90 to 95 % of all U.S. Supreme Court rejects 90 to 95 % of all 
cases presented to it for appealcases presented to it for appealcases presented to it for appealcases presented to it for appeal
!! Only hears 250 to 500 appeals from approximately Only hears 250 to 500 appeals from approximately 

5,000 or more cases presented to it each year5,000 or more cases presented to it each year5,000 or more cases presented to it each year5,000 or more cases presented to it each year
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